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PARAMETRIZING SMOOTH COMPACTLYSUPPORTED WAVELETS
RAYMOND O. WELLS,JR.
Abstract.
In this paper a concrete parameter space for the compactly supported wavelet systems of Daubechies is constructed. For wavelet systems with
N (generic) nonvanishing coefficients the parameter space is a closed convex set
in Rt^-2)/2 , which can be explicitly described in the Fourier transform domain.
The moment-free wavelet systems are subsets obtained by the intersection of
the parameter space and an affine subspace of RÍ^-2'/2 .

1. INTRODUCTION

Compactly supported orthogonal systems of wavelets were introduced recently by Daubechies [1], generalizing a specific example due to Haar [2] known
for some time. Daubechies proved the existence of a multidimensional family
of such wavelet systems, and, in particular, specific wavelet systems with maximally vanishing moments and with smoothness properties of a very specific
type. The wavelets are classified in a rough manner by the number of nonvanishing coefficients in the fundamental difference equation which defines them.
This is an even integer N, N > 2, and, the support of a fundamental scaling
function has length N - 1. As the number of coefficients increases, the support
gets larger, and the smoothness is allowed to increase. If a wavelet system is
C°° then there are necessarily an infinite number of coefficients and the support
is the entire real axis.
If TV= 2, there is (up to translation), only one wavelet system, the Haar system. If 7Y= 4, there is a one-parameter family of wavelet systems, and more
generally, if D = (N -2)/2,

then for arbitrary even N, there is a /^-parameter

family of wavelet systems. This last fact is proved in Pollen [4], and we summarize this work in §2. Pollen gives an explicit parametrization of wavelet systems
based on the understanding of the algebraic solution to the constraints which
the coefficients of the defining difference equation for a wavelet system must
satisfy. This parametrization depends on a specific product which Pollen develops on the abstract set of all wavelet systems, and which enables one to express
high order wavelet systems as products of low order ones.
If we let ./#jv be the set of all solutions of the wavelet coefficient constraints,
the moduli space for wavelet systems (see §2 for details), then J?n has the
structure of a compact real algebraic variety in R¿v of dimension D. More
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specifically it is a torus of dimension D with some subtori collapsed to points,
a "pinched torus" of higher dimension. In particular, ^
is a torus Sx x Sx
with one specific circle Sx pinched to a point, and that point is the Haar system.
In this paper we want to present a somewhat different parametrization of
wavelet systems, which we call the reduced moduli space 92n ■ The reduced
moduli space 92^ is a convex compact set contained in RD which has an
o

o

interior 92n and, moreover, 92^ is the closure of 92 n ■ There is an algebraic mapping n : JZN —>92N which is surjective, and finite-to-one. The fiber
of the mapping n consists of wavelet systems which have the same smoothness properties, moment vanishing, etc., as the reduced moduli space effectively
parametrizes these important quantities, as we shall see.
In §3 we give the parametrization, depending on two fundamental lemmas
from Daubechies' paper [1]. In §4 we show how the wavelet systems with moments vanishing to a specified order are embedded as affine submanifolds of
92n , and in §5 we explicitly compute extremal points of 92N which are vertices
of polyhedra which are suspensions of the one-dimensional reduced moduli
space R4 = [-16, 2].
This parametrization has the advantage of global coordinates in Rd , explicit
smoothness dependencies on the parameters (to be developed in a subsequent
paper), and a simple geometry which should facilitate optimization problems.
The general goal would be to optimize wavelet systems to be adapted to a specific
problem. There are two ways this might happen: ( 1) choose a wavelet system for
an application, optimizing over 92N or (2) dynamically optimizing over 92N,
modifying the choice of wavelet at successive stages as the application progresses
with respect to some parameter (e.g., time). We plan to study examples of both
types of behavior in future investigations.
2. Compactly

supported

wavelets

and the Pollen

parametrization

For each N, N = 2, 4, 6, ... , let JZ^¡ be the set of solutions of the equations:
/v-i

(2.1)

l>/c = 2,
A:=0
N-\

(2.2)

5>fcafc+2/ = 2<5(7),

/ = 0,1,2,....

k=o

This is a finite set of algebraic equations in R^ .
For each solution a e JZN of (2.1) and (2.2) we let <p be a solution of the
difference equation
/v-i

(2.2')

<p(x)= Y,ak<P(2x-k),
A=0

which is in L2(R) and has support in the interval [0, N - 1]. Daubechies has
proved that, (see [1, 3]) for any such a , there always exists unique L2 solutions

of (2.2'). If we let, for such a scaling function 4>(x) satisfying (2.2'),
/V-2

<p(x):= ]T ak+x(-l)kcp(2x + k),
k = -\
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and

<f>k(x):= cp(x- k),

rpjkix) ■= 2j'2<p(2jx - k),

then {<f>k
, yijk} is the wavelet system defined by the parameter a e ^n ■
Pollen has given a very beautiful description of the solutions to the equations (2.1), (2.2). Each JZ^¡ is, by definition, a real-algebraic variety, and we
observe, that JZ2cJZ4c---c
JZN , since a = (a0, ... , aL) e JZL implies that
(ao, ... , ÜL, 0, ... , 0) e ML+2¡, if we add on 2/ zeros to the L-type a . It is
trivial to check that JZ2 = {(1, 1)} = H and that this corresponds precisely to
the Haar basis (see [1]). Similarly JZ4 is given as a circle, with a distinguished
point H e JZi, being the Haar solution. Daubechies has constructed a specific
N = 4 solution which we call D4 , which is also a point on JZ4 . Specifically,

_

(l + VÏ 3 + V/3 3-^3

04 = (^—4—' —4

'

4

'

l-V3\

4 J •

The parametrization of M4 is given by a(0), where a = (a0, ax, a2, a^)
and üj(d) axe given by

<2o=^(1 - cosö + sino),

(2.3)

ax =-(1 - cos0 - sino),

\

\

a2 =~(1 +cos0 - sin0),

(23=-(1 + cos0 + sin0).

We see that if we let 0 take on particular values we obtain

fl(0) = (0, 1,1,0),

a(n/2) = (l, 1,0,0),

fl(w)= (1,0,0,

a(3jr/2) = (0,0, 1, 1).

1),

We can identify a(0), a(n/2), and a(3n/2) with translates of the Haar solution TT = (1, 1,0,0),
while a(n) is a degenerate solution. We see that for
0 = 7n/6, (2.3) yields the smooth Daubechies scaling function D4 .
In general there is a mapping, due to Pollen (letting D = (N - 2)/2 be the
dimension of the algebraic variety JZn ) of the form (SX)D—*^Zn
, which is the
Pollen parametrization of s$ZN. The mapping is generally of maximal rank and
surjective, but it degenerates along specific lower dimensional submanifolds of
(SX)D, the parameter space. For instance, if we look at ^,
and specify H
as the Haar solution, then PX(H) is a circle y in Sx x Sx , and the mapping
degenerates on y, but is maximal rank elsewhere. In general, the mapping
degenerates on lower-dimensional tori contained in ,£^ , as explicitly given by
Pollen [4]. The parametrization uses a product structure on Jf^ which allows
one to parametrize the higher-dimensional moduli spaces in terms of lowerdimensional ones. The mapping ZPn in higher dimensions can be explicitly
given in terms of trigonometric functions just as in (2.3), but we will not be
more explicit than we have to at this point, although we later deal with M6 in

more detail.
3. The Fourier

transform

parametrization

In this section we want to renormalize the wavelet coefficients by setting

h :=ak/2.
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Then we find that
N-l

j

J2hk = l,

^2hkhk+2i= ^ô(l).

k=0

k

We let h — (ho, ... , Ajv-i) be a point of the moduli space JZN under this
renormalization (change of scale in R^ ). This makes the analysis of the Fourier
transform domain much simpler, and will eliminate many factors of powers of

2.
Let now h e JZn , then associated with h = (ho, ... , hN_x) is a trigonomet-

ric polynomial

H(ü):=Y,heikí.
fc=0

Since h e JZ^ , it follows that there is a factorization

(3.1)

H(Ç)= ((l+e*)/2)Qo(Ç)

where Qo is a trigonometric polynomial. This is easy to verify. Namely if we
write go = ¿Zk=oake'ki ,tnen (3-1) implies that

ho = oo »
hx = ax +ao,
h2 = a2 + ax,

hN-2 = aN-2 + aN_x,
htf-l

= ClN-2-

But then we see that we must have the A's satisfy one linear condition for these
equations to be satisfied. The linear condition is

¿2h2k = 22h2k+x,
k

k

which is satisfied by any point h e JZ^ . Thus we always have such a factorization such as (3.1).
We now formulate a theorem due to Daubechies [1].

Theorem 3.1. Let N be an even integer > 2, and let H(Ç) be a trigonometric polynomial of the form H(Ç) = Y,k=o hke'kí'> and suppose that, for M a
nonnegative integer,

H(0 = ((l+e^)/2)M+xQM(i)
where

N-M-2

Qm(o=

£

akeiks>

k=0

then
\H(0\2 + \H(i + n)\2 = l

if and only if
\Qm(Z)\2 = T>A/(sin2(£/2))+ sin2M+2(^/2)Tv(cos^),
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M
/—r\
k=0

\

r

and, letting D = (N - 2)/2, R is an odd polynomial of the form
D-M

RM(y)= E^y2*"1,
k=\

whichsatisfies
PM(y) + yM+lRM(\-y)>0,

fiorO<y<i.

In the case where D = M, then R\fiy) is vacuously defined, and we have

\QD(Ç)\2= PD(sm2(t/2)).

Daubechies [1] has indicated that
(3.2)

|T/(í)|2 + |TT(í + ;r)|2 = l

and

(3.3)

Jf«;) = ((l+e*)/2)fio(i)

is equivalent to a e MN . The quadratic conditions in (3.2) are equivalent to the
quadratic conditions in (2.2), and the linear condition in (3.3) are equivalent to
the linear conditions in (2.1) (in conjunction with the quadratic conditions), all
of which is easy to verify. So the variable coefficients in Qm given in Theorem
3.1 contain the moduli information. Daubechies' theorem, Theorem 3.1, gives
a canonical form for the coefficients of |go|2 •
In the case where M = 0, we see that Pod) = 1 and
|ßo(i)|2=l

+ [sin2(i/2)]Tv(cosi).

What is the degree of R ? We see that if we write out Qo,
\Qo(i)\2 = c0 + cx cosí + ■■■+ 0-2cos(N

- 2)i,

where Cq= a2, -I-h
a2N_2, etc., and this is a trigonometric polynomial is cosí
of order TV-2. If we write out |<2o(í)|2 in terms of the canonical form we see

that
2 i , Í1 -cos£W
<^?\2k-U
\Qo(tl)\2
= 1 + (-2-^1
(6, /™c^
(cosí) +. • •• +^UMcos£)
which is a trigonometric polynomial in cosí

2L = N-2,ox

of order 2L. Thus we find that

L = (TV-2)/2 , which is the dimension of M^ . The coefficients

b, in R(y) are not arbitrary, but must satisfy the following constraint:

PM(y)+yM^RM(\-y)>0

forO<y<l.

This is a constraint on the coefficients of Rm ■Note that P\t(y) = Ylk=o ckyk ,
ck > 0, is positive for all y e [0, 1].
Noting that P0(Ç)= 1, we define

ZPN= \(bx,b2,...,bD)eRD:l+yf^bk(^--y\

>0, for 0 < y < 11

This will be the reduced moduli space for the wavelet coefficients.
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Theorem 3.2. There is an algebraic mapping n
JZN c

RN

I

I«

92N c

RD

whose restriction to M^ is a surjective mapping onto 92^ ■
The mapping is a vector-valued mapping n(a) = (bx(a), ... , bo(a)), where
each component b¡(a) is a homogeneous quadratic polynomial. The generic degree of the mapping is therefore of degree 2D . This is considering the mapping
as a complex-valued algebraic mapping, since each component bj(a) has degree
2 as a mapping, i.e., is a two-to-one generically. Thus we obtain the generic 2D
mapping as a complex-valued covering mapping n : CN~ ' —>CD . What we need
to do is investigate the multiplicity of the mapping n : Jt^ —*ZP-n■ In general a
real-valued algebraic mapping need not be surjective, in contrast to the complex
algebraic situation, where the fundamental theorem of algebra always insures
solutions.

Proof. The fundamental idea is the lemma of Riesz (see [4]; cf. [1], used in the

proof of Theorem 3.1).
Lemma 3.3. Let A be a trigonometric polynomial with real coefficients containing only cosines,
i

A(C)= Y^ancos(nC),

aneR,

«=o
and suppose that A(c¡) is nonnegative, i.e., A(c]) > 0 for all í e R. Then there
exists a trigonometric polynomial B(Ç) = Yl'n=o°ne'"(, with real coefficients bn
such that |5(i)|2 = A(£) . Moreover, there is a unique choice of B(¿¡) of the form
K

J

B(Ç)= c Y[(e¡i - rj) l[(e2'i - 2e« Re zj + \zj\2)
k=\

j=\

where c>0, r¡ e (-1, 1), z, eC, \zj\ < I, and K+ 2J = T.
Proof. The construction of T?(i) utilizes an auxiliary polynomial Pa(z) , defined by
. r-i

. t

Pa(z) = - E ^-"z" + a*zT + 2 S a"zT+"■
n=0

«=1

We note that
PA(e't) = e'TtA(cl),

and hence Pa is, up to a phase shift, an extension of A from the unit circle to
the complex plane. Now Qa(z) = z2TPA(z~x) is also a polynomial of degree

2T on C, and we see that
QA(eíi) = e2iTípA(eli)

= eiTtA(i).

Thus, Pa(z) and Qa(z) are polynomials of degree 27" which agree on the
restriction to the unit circle, and hence must coincide. It follows that if z0 is
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a root of Pa(cx) , then z0 ' is also a root. This implies that 0 is not a root,
for instance. Moreover, since Pa(z) = Pa(z) , we see that the nonreal roots
of Pa(z) must occur in conjugate pairs. Finally, if zq is a root of Pa(z)
on the unit circle, then, the multiplicity of this root is of even order, as a
positive perturbation of ao to ao + s will yield PAe(z) with no roots on the
unit circle, and the conjugate pair (z0, z0) of roots will bifurcate into one or
more quadruples of the form (ze, z~l ,~zs,z¿1) as zo = z^x on the unit circle.
Let {rx, ... , rk} be the real roots of PA(z) of modulus less than one, and let
{zx, ... , zj ,zx, ... ,Jj} bea choice of the nonreal roots of modulus less than
one (counting multiplicities), and let {wx, ... , wL,wx, ... ,wL} be the roots
of order two on the unit circle. So we must have {zx, ... , zj , ~zx, ... , ~zj , rx,
... , rK,wx, ... ,wL,wx, ... , Wl} are 2J + K + 2L = T roots of modulus
less than or equal to one. There is an ambiguity in the choice of {zj, ... , zj},
and {w\,...,Wl}
but the real numbers {Rezj, |z;|2} and {ReWj,\Wj\2}
axe unambiguously defined up to order. Define
1/2

B(() =

^rinw-'iiM-2

Rie* - rk) H(e2't - 2e* Re zj + \zj\2)
k=\

j=l

k=\

;=i

~J(e2i(-2eiiRewJ + \Wj\2),
i=\
which is a trigonometric polynomial of order T with real coefficients, and the
coefficients of T?(i) are uniquely defined in terms of the choice of zeros of
P^(í) made above.
We now show that |T?(í)|2 = A(c¡). First, we note that Pa(z) can be expressed in terms of the roots as
•
r k
j
PAiz) = ^aT Y[(z-rk)(z-r-x).Yliz-Zj)iz-zJ)(z-zjx)(z-z-;x)
ik=l

J=\

.*[[(Z-Wj)2(z-Wj)2.
1=1

Letting z = eli, and letting zo be any zero above, we see that
\ie*-z0)ie*-z¿l)\

= \z0\ ■l\ei(-z0\2

w,
(noting for the case of Wj that Wj
nonnegative we have A(£) = \A(Z,)\. Hence

Now we note that since A is

A(0 = \A(t)\ = \PA(e*)\
K

J

K

J

k=\

j=\

\aN\n\rk\~xn\zj\~
k=\

;=i

Yl^-WjWt-Wj)
j=\
= \B(i)\2,
where ß(i) is given above.

D
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Continuing with the proof of Theorem 3.2 we see that the mapping n : JZN —>
92n is surjective, since each point b = (bx , ... , bo) of 92^ yields a nonnegative polynomial

«i)-.+-.(§)

!>(=£)
y=i

as the constraints which define 92n give the nonnegativity of the cosine polynomial A(£) necessary to apply Lemma 3.3. Moreover, Lemma 3.3 yields a
unique branch of the multisheeted mapping n : JZ^ -» 92n , and we denote
this branch by JZ§ c -## > and we see that n : ^#^ —»^V is a one-to-one
mapping. D
We now want to extend this to obtain subsets of 92^ which have specific
analytic properties. Regularity of the scaling function associated with a e ^m
is determined by the maximum value of the magnitude of the trigonometric
polynomial |ßo(i)| in the factorization H(Zf) = ((1 +e'Z)/2)Qo(Ç). More generally we will consider higher order factorizations. We will look at this in more
detail in the next section.
4. MOMENT-FREE WAVELET SYSTEMS

We now want to investigate the parametrization of wavelets with specified
vanishing moments. All wavelet systems have vanishing zeroth moment, for
the wavelet function y/(x), corresponding to h e Mn , we have JR y/(x) dx =
0, and this corresponds to ^(0) = 0. We shall say that a wavelet system
{cp(x), >p(x)} is moment-free of order M if

L

xJip(x)dx

= 0,

j = 0,...,M.

'R

Lemma 4.1. A wavelet system 4*, corresponding to a e Mn is moment-free of

order M if and only if
(4.1)

TT(i) = ((l+^)/2)A/+lß(i),

for some trigonometric polynomial
N-M-2

<2(í)=

£

cke'ki.

k=0

Proof. Let y/(x) be the wavelet function in the wavelet system *¥. Then

/ xJip(x)dx = 0,

j = 0,...,M,

Jr
if and only if y/(Ç) vanishes to order M at í = 0. Now we have defined
/V-2

¥(x)= Y, h+x(-l)kcp(2x + k),
k=-\

and it follows that

■(Ií+kWIé
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Moreover, from the factorization (4.1) H(Z) has a zero of order M + 1 at
c¡ = n , and by (4.2) we see that \p(Z,) vanishes to order (M+ 1) precisely when
(4.1) is valid. This proves the lemma. D
The parametrization space for all wavelet systems of order N is a compact
submanifold of R^ with some singularities, all of generic dimension D =
(N - l)/2, as we have seen before. The condition (4.1) imposes M additional
linear condition on the coordinates (ao, ... , fl/v-i ) of a point a e Mn . Let us
denote these conditions by affine functions L¡■■
= RN -> R, so that Q/li L~x(0)r\
JZn is precisely the set of all wavelet systems which are moment-free of order
M. Generically, we can have no more than D additional independent linear
constraints, and if we let JZ^, m be the wavelet systems of order N which are
moment-free of order M, then we see that we should have

dim^#yv,A/= D - M,

M = 0,l,...,D.

Let 92n , m denote the image of Mn , m under the mapping n : JZ^ -* ZPn ■

Theorem 4.2. 92n,m is an affine submanifold of 92n of codimension M, and

JZ§ M is a submanifold of JZ$ of codimension M.
Thus we see that the moment-free conditions are nontrivial for wavelet systems for which they make sense. Since the factorization (4.1) has a maximal
factor of order D + 1 we see that the wavelet system cannot have higher vanishing moments.
We shall first show that for M < D, 92n , m is the closure of an open set
92N M c RD~M, and there are natural containments 92N 0 D 92° , d ••• d
92N D_,, and that 92N D is a point, the Daubechies point, satisfying DN :=
92n,d € 92N D_x. We shall see that there are affine hyperplanes H¡ in RD
such that 92n , m = ^n , o n Hx n ■• • n TT^ . We will parametrize each 92n _m as
an open subset of RD~M and then embed it in an affine function into 92N>M-\ ■
First we define the Daubechies point DM .
Consider a maximal factorization of the form

H(cZ)= ((l+e'i)/2)x+DQD(i),
then in this case, we must have, by Theorem 3.1
\QD(t)\2 = PD(sin2(^))+0,
as there are no degrees of freedom left.
Reexpressing Qd(£) in terms of the parameters of T\yv,o we see that
D /
IÔd(î)I2
= i + E 'D +h k\¿n2kf^
j51"
\2)

and since
/ 1

iâ \

mt)\2= {-^j-)

/1

iâ \ 2 + 2D

iôo(oi2= (-^J

\Qdíí)\2,

i2D

í|

|ßD(i)|2

= [(l+cosi)]D|ÖD(i)|2.
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Thus we have the equality

(l + cosí)°(l+¿(

V

fD + k\

k=\ V

k Un

= l+sin^2(§)|>(cosi)*>-'
7=1

By expressing both sides as polynomials in cos Z,, and comparing coefficients we
get explicit values for (bx, ... , bo) corresponding to this choice of |ßo(£)|2 •
Since |Ôd(£)|2 > 1 for all £, we see that (bx, ... , bo) in this case in an interior
point of 92n,o ■This determines the coordinates of D^ as a point of 92n , and
since |Od(£)|2 > 1 for all Z,e R, we see that DN is an interior point of 92N
(and for the same reason will turn out to be an interior point of 92n , m for
M = 1, ... , D - 1, or we will see. We will see examples of these calculations
in the next section.
Suppose H(ZZ) is a wavelet system moment-free of order M, then

H(i) = ((l+el^)/2)M+xQM(0,
for specific coefficients of the trigonometric polynomial Qm(£) , and hence
\Qm(£,)\2 is a well-defined cosine polynomial, as before. Then we have

|Om(0|2 = Pm (sin2 (|))

+ sin2w+2 (|)

^(cos^-1

•

Now again we have

(1 +cosi)D-M|ßM(i)|2

= |ßo(£)|2 = 1 +sin2 (|)

f>(cos¿;y

,

Thus the b¡ are linearly related to the b¡, and we can solve for bx, ... , b¡, as
affine functions of bx, ... , Bd-m ■ This is the required affine embedding.
D

5. Examples
In this section we want to explicitly describe various aspects of the reduced
moduli space for wavelet systems introduced in §3. Let us recall that for N e

2Z+ , we defined, for TV> 4,

92N=\(bx,...,bD)eRD:l+yYbj(^-y)

'

^°

where D = (N - 2)/2. We note that each 92N is a closed convex subset of
Rö , since 92N is the intersection of closed half spaces in RD . Moreover, 92n
is compact since it is the image of the compact set ¿£n under the continuous
mapping given by Theorem 3.2.
Let us look at 924 first to get a better idea of these constraints. We have

ZP4= {bxeR: l+bxy({-y)>0,

forallye[0,

and we can write this in the form

924 = {bx :bx8x(y)>-l,

0<y<
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We then set

gXM= max gx(y),

gXm= xnin gx(y).

ye[0,i]

y€[0,i]

Now we shall see explicitly that gXM> 0 and gXm< 0, and then we obtain

hgxiy)>-i,

0<y<l,

implies that bxgXM> -1 which implies that bx > -l/gXM ■ Similarly, we see

bigiiy)>-l,

0<y<l,

implies that bxgXm> -1, which implies, since gXm< 0, that bx < -l/gXm ■
Thus we obtain -l/gXM < bx < -l/gXm. Now by elementary calculus we
find that gx has a single critical point at y = \, and has a maximum value
with gxi\) = rg. Similarly, we see that gXm= gxil) = -\.
Then we obtain

-16 < bx < 2. Suppose that bx satisfies
-1/giM

< bx < -l/gXm.

Now suppose that bx > 0, then, for any y e [0, 1],
bigiiy) >bxgXm > -1,

and similarly, if bx < 0, we have that, for 0 < y < 1,
b\g\iy)>bxgXM>

-1,

and hence we see that 924 = [-16, 2].
These arguments extend somewhat to higher dimensions.
yi\-y)2i~l
■ Then let

^■M= ,moaX.]^)'

Let g¡(y) =

8^=y^e%8Áyh

and we need to compute the max and min of gjm on [0, 1].

Lemma 5.1.

^ = ^(¿)

= ¿Q-¿)27l>o.
(

gjm = gj(l)={-2)

l\2j~l

1

=-22TT<0-

Proof. There are only two critical points for gj on R, namely at y = l/4j
and at y = \. The latter has multiplicity 2j - 2, and since gj(j) = 0, and
gj(l) is negative, it follows that gj(l) must be the minimum on [0, 1], and
that the maximum of gj on [0, 1] occurs at the local maximum at the critical
point y = 1/4j. Thus the lemma is proved. G

Theorem 5.2. The reduced moduli space 92n contains the polyhedron

AN= i (bx, ... , bD)e RD:J2bjSjej > -1 | .
where,for J = I, ... , D,
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and E) e {0, 1}, yielding 2D distinct linear inequalities. Moreover, the vertices
of An are points on the boundary of the reduced moduli space 92n , and they

have the form
(gx-¿,-gux,0,...,0),
(0,0,g2-0x,-g-x,0,...,0),

(0,0,...,0,g-x,-g-¡).
For instance A6 is given by

A6 = {(6,, b2) e R2 : - -\bx ~ l-b2>-1,-^bx

- l-b2>-I,

1
33
1
-^bx + —2b2>-l,-bx

33
1
+ ¥-2b2>-lj.

Let us calculate where the Haar point and Daubechies points are in this
example of 926 . Recall that DN is a point of 92n defined by setting

Qo(0 = iil+e*)/2)DQD(Ç),
where |ßo|2 is explicitly given by
D

|ß^)|2 = ^(sin2(f))=£
A:=0

,TK(i

Let N = 4, and we see that D = 1, and

H(Ç)= ((l+e*)/2)2Ql(Ç),
where
, ->„:.,2 (t>
|Ci«f)r|2_= il+2siiiM|»=2-cos{

(5.1)
and at the same time

(5.2)

((l+e'i)/2)Qx(tZ) = Qo(cZ),

where

|ßo(i)|2= l+sin2(tZI2)-bx-coscl
= l+bx((\ -cos£)/2)cos£
= l + (èi/2)cos£-(/V2)cos2£.
From (5.2) we find that

|((l+e*)/2)|2|(MO|2HGo(í)l2
which implies that, using (5.1)

((1 -cos£)/2)(2-cos¿)

= l + (èl/2)cos^-(è,/2)cos2^

which holds if and only if bx = 1 . Moreover, we have that if bx = 0, we have

H(Ç)= ((l+e*)/2).l
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which is the trigonometric polynomial corresponding to the Haar point (ao >ai )
= (1, 1), or (h0, hx) = (j, \). Thus we see that TT= (0, 0) is the origin in
this rhombus, while D4 is the point (1,0). By a calculation similar to the one
above, it is easy to check that in the affine 2-plane

*-**(i-i)-G.-2)-

The moduli space of moment-free wavelet systems of order 1 is the affine line
passing through the two points D4 and T)6.
The proof of Theorem 5.2 is omitted as it is a straightforward adoption of
the one-dimensional case, and consists of verifying sequentially a sequence of
inequalities in both directions, when restricted to the coordinate axes.
The boundary component of 92n axe algebraic surface of degree > 1, although it seems that at least one of the faces of AN coincides with a portion
of the boundary of 92n . A computer description of 92n has been carried out,
and wavelet systems which vary as points of the reduced moduli space have
been coded, and optimization studies have been initiated. This will be reported
on more fully in subsequent publications.
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